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ABSTRACT

The ground and some excited 0 (J = 0, T • 0 positive parity) energy

levels of closed-shell nuclei are examined, in an oscillator basis, using

matrix techniques. The effect of states outside the mixed (0 + 2fi«) model

space in He (namely configurations at him excitation) are taken Into account

by renormalization using the generalized Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation

expressions for a mixed multi-configurational model space, vhere the resultant

non-symmetric energy matrices are diagonalized. It Is shown that the second-

order renormalized 0 energy spectrum is close to the corresponding energy-

spectrum obtained by diagonalizing the 0 + 2 + Miw He energy matrix. The

effect, on the ground state and the first few low-lying excited 0 energy

levels, of renormalizing certain parts of the model space energy matrix up to

k 16
second order in various approximations is also studied in He and 0. It Is

found that the low-lying 0 energy levels in these various approximations
li 16

behave similarly in both He and 0-
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In this calculation ve use potential matrix elements deduced directly

from the nucleon-uucleon phase shifts . We also add a G-matrix term to
2)

these matrix elements in order that they saturate . We refer to these

potential matrix elements as the original Sussex matrix elements (SME)

the saturating SHE .

1)
and

In He an energy matrix including all excitations up to Itfmi and of

dimension 1*5 was used. The energies corresponding to the ground and some of

the low-lying excited 0 states of this energy matrix (which we assume to be

the exact result) are compared to the case where the He energy matrix, in-

cluding all excitations up to 2ftu of dimension 7 Is considered. Using re-

normalization techniques , the effect of various high-lying states is then

incorporated in this seven-dimensional model space and we compare the results

to diagcruilization of the It5 x !*5 He energy matrix. Since the space of

0 + 2nu) excitations is a "mixed space", renormalizations are carried out using

generalized Rayleigh-Schrodinger (GBS) perturbation expressions for a multi-

configurational model space , to fourth order in the Interaction and the

elements of the complete 1*5 * ^5 He energy matrix. Also the effect of re-

normalizing all the entries of the model space energy matrix to the same order

or to different orders is investigated.

The 1*5 * 1*5 He energy matrix can be handled by standard computers,

however the 0 + 2 + Itfiu 0 energy matrix is of dimension 3717, which Is less

straightforward to set up and diagonalize using standard computers and computer

programmes. Thus in the latter cane one is obliged to resort to renormalization

of a smaller model space energy matrix to get approximate values for the

ground state and some of the low-lying excited 0 energy levels.

16 h
For 0 ve are guided by the results obtained for the He model space

energy matrix (dimension 7) where we renormalize either all He mixed {0 + 2fiu)

model space energy matrix or part of it (the two-dimensional, Op-Oh and lp-lh

matrix). In detail ve renormalize part {four-dimensional Op-Oh and lp-lh

matrix), of the 0 model space energy matrix (dimension kh), using second-

order graphs.

In Sec.II, we apply the GRS perturbation expansion for a multi-

eonfigurational model space, to renorraalize a model space energy matrix up to

fourth order in the interaction. Also ve use second-order graphs to renormalize

certain parts of the model space energy matrix. In Sec.Ill, we show how the

positions of spurious states are used to check the various renormalized

energy matrices. In Sec.IV the results are discussed and In Sec.V we give

some conclusions.
-2-



I I . THEORETICAL ATTD GRAPHICAL TREATMENT

To study the ground and some excited 0 energy levels of closed shell

(CS) nuclei, the corresponding energy matrix is constructed up to a certain

excitation . For purposes of illustration consider the true H&mlltonian

to be H = H + 7 (where HQ is the usual harmonic oscillator Kamiltonian and

7 is the residual interaction derived by the Sussex group}, where we consider

the model space to contain only the ground state and one excited state at

a = 2ftu . Assume that the orthogonal space [outside the model space) also

contains only one excited state at 2a. The symmetric energy matrix up to Ufto>

excitation is then

\

-•(1)

vhere fL̂  is our model space energy matrix and for convenience we set the

unperturbed ground-state energy e Q equal to zero.

Diagonallzation in the model space yields the ES perturbation

expansion for the ground-state energy, which up to third order is

00

•tr TT V V V V V
V02 V20 . V02 V22 V20 rr Y02 20

a 2 00 2
fit S

(2)

To include high-lying states into our multi-eonfigurational model

space of 0 + 2fcw excitations we must use the GPS perturbation expansion

derived by Lindgren in Ref.3. If we renormalize a l l the elements of the model
th

space energy matrix to second order, then to the (ij) element we must add

v (3)

-3-

where the Latin letters i,J,K,... represent states in tile model space and the

Greek letters a,g,Y,.-- represent states In the orthogonal Mftu) space and

e, = c, - E . Thus for the ground-state energy substituting in expansion (2)

and keeping at most quadratic terms in V:

7
00

V V
0a aO
2a

which Is Just the perturbation expansion for the ground-state energy which

involves the exact series to second order and up to Irfiu excitation plus parts

of the various higher order corrections which come from states outside the

model space. The resultant renormalized oodel space energy matrix is no

longer symmetric because the elements belonging to the first column and first

row are no longer equal i.e. take the symmetric model space energy matrix (l)

then

VQh

and

02

20 2a (5)

where expression (k) is obviously different from expression (5)- However,

the remaining part of the model space energy matrix is still symmetric In this

case.

If one renormalizes each entry of the model space energy matrix up to

tVird order, that is

ix^s%
V*

«k
i«

then the corresponding ground state energy Includes terms that are exactly

the same as in the HS expansion to third order and including excitations up

to Ufm plus a different admixture (from that obtained vhen renormalizing to

second order) of various higher order corrections which come from states

outside the model space. The whole matrix nov becomes non~symmetrlc.

-U-



Similarly if each entry of the model space energy matrix is renorraalized

up to fourth order in the interaction then the ground-state energy includes

terms .that are exactly the sauie as the HS expansion to fourth order and up to

hfun plug a different admixture of higher-order corrections, from Loth cases

when ve renorroalize \o second or up to third order. The fourth order terns

used to renonnalize each entry of the model space energy matrix are:

.(7)

Of course if we renormalize each entry of the model space energy matrix

to all orders ve get the exact HS perturbation expansion for the ground-state

energy up to Irfuu.

We note here that if ve renonnalize the ground state entry, V,.,,, to

second order, without renormalizing the rest of the model space energy matrix,

then we get an expansion which involves theiRS series to second order and up to

kftj and only the model space states contribute in higher orders. If we re-

normalize the ground-state entry V to third order and the V , entries to

second order and do not renormalize the rest of the model Epace energy aiatrix,

we get the RS series for the ground-state energy correct to third order, but

with different higher order contributions coining from outside the model space

than if every model space energy matrix entry is renormaliEed to third order.

Similarly if ve renormalize the ground-state entry
CO

up to fourth

order, then the VQ1 entries are renornalized up to third order and the rest

of the model space energy matrix to second order, we get the RS series correct

to fourth order and up to lit.ru for the ground-state energy.

Thus the renormalisation procedure is not unique and different procedures

yielding th.e exact result for the ground-state energy to a certain order (but

different admixtures "beyond that certain order) are possible. The last re-

normalization procedure ve shall refer to as the different orders renormalizafclon

(DOE) procedure.

RenQrmalization is more tedious when using graphical techniques than i F on

has the energy matrix constructed up to UVLUO and then merely uses expressions

like (3), (6) and (7), because of the numerous graphs that one must include.

For this reason in the case of 0 where it is difficult to set up the energy

matrix up to Itfiti) we choose to renormalize only part of the model space energy

matrix, that is the ground state and Ip-lh excited state entries, using second-

order graphs. The second-order graphs used to renormalize this part of the

model space energy matrix are shown in Fig.l, where each graph represents all

possible second-order graphs of its type. The expressions for the above

second-order graphs are not given here since they are listed in many

references . .

The resultant partially renormalized model space energy matrix using '

the above graphs is non-symmetric for some of the V_. entries. In the He

case this presents no problem and the non-symmetric energy matrix can be

diagonalized as it is.

However in the case of 0 the model space dimension is kh and

diagonalizing the non-Bymmetrlc (kh * kk) energy matrix takes a lot of computer

time. For this reason the 0 results were obtained by diagonalizing a

symmetric matrix. The non-symmetric matrix, in this case, was split into a

sum of a symmetric and antisymmetric matrices, where the antisymmetric matrix

has only a few small, non-zero elements. Schematically, one has, after

second-order renormalization, a matrix

0 -*/H\

0

(6)

»here the x's turn out to be small numbers compared to the diagonal ^Irmrants

i. c) and »re then approximate the eigenvalues of the non-symmetric matrix n-:,V thr;



symmetric matrix eigenvalues. This approximation was checked for He and

the results of the symmetric matrix vere almost the same as those of the true

eigenvalues (non-symmetric matrix). In 0 the largest x is 1.8 Mev as

compared to the second-order renormalized V entry {-18.7 Mev) and to the

smallest excited diagonal element 29.1 Mev.

Inspection of Fig.l shows that the only second-order graphs that may

incorporate 3p-3h states into the model space are closed-shell and the single-

particle (-hole) energy graphs (graphs (*) and (**) of Fig.l) which only

renormalize the diagonal elements of the Ip-lh submatrix,

h 16
The spectra of He and 0 have teen c alculated in the folloving

approximations . I n approximation (i) we diagonallze in the model space

without renormalizatlon, thus we get the low-lyir.g excited 0 energy levels

relative to the ground-state energies (the ground states are: (Os) in the

case of He and (Os) (Op) in 0 nucleus where Os is n = 0 and 1=0 ana

Op is n = 0 and % = 1 and the superscript numbers are the number of particles

eaoh level can take). The energy spectra in approximation (ii) are calculated

by renormalizing the Op-Oh and Ip-lh entries to second order using the graphs

shown in Fig.l. Of course in this case the effect of the high-lying Itp-l4h 0

states is not included since Op-Oh and Ip-lh cannot connect to !*p-l*h via the

nuclear two-body interaction. When the partially renormalized model spaces

(i.e. energy matrices) are diagonal!zed we get the energies of the excited 0

states relative to the energy of the partially correlated ground state, i.e.

a ground state whose energy has been calculated to second order by including

part of the oscillator states at an energy of liftm above the corresponding

cores. In approxitcation (iii) we renormalize in addition to the Op-Oh and

Ip-lh entries (of Fig.l) the diagonal elements of the 2p-2h {2fiio) submatrix

by including the 2tt<u second-order CS contribution shown in Fig.la. Here high-

lying Up-Un 0 states may contribute. In approximation (iv), in addition to

(iii), we also renormalize the appropriate diagonal elements of the 2p-2h

submatrix by including the second-order single-particle (-hole) energies shown

in Fig.lb. This last approximation incorporates more admixtures of 3p-3h and

itp-l+h states into our model space.

I4
In addition to the above set of approximations, the He energy spectrum

is also calculated in several considerably more Involved ways using the re-

normalization technique and expressions (3), (6) and (T) discussed above.

-7-

III. CHECKS OF THE ENERGY MATRICES USIHG THE POSITIONS OF SPURIOUS STATES

16
The positions of spurious states are used to check the He and

0 energy matrices vhieh are set up. This procedure is illustrated using the

following schematic model where we assume there are only two states at Sftoi

excitation, one of them a completely spurious state built on the ground state

and the other a completely non-spurious state. If H is the unperturbed

harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, the corresponding unperturbed eigenvalue

equation for the non-degenerate ground state is

(9)

where
6

is the unperturbed ground state wave function in relative co-

ordinates and tQ
is the centre-of-mass wave function in the Os state

Similarly for the excited states at 2fiu If one uses relative and centre-of-

mass wave functions one has

and

(10)

where $ I|I. is the 2fiai spurious state and $ „ ^ the 2fta> non-spurious atate.

The symmetric energy matrix (assuming e Q - 0) in this basis is

V00 0

0

Thus if we diagonallze the full matrix and also dlagonalize this

matrix after removing the first column and first row, the spurious state vill

in both cases be at the same energy.



If before diagonal!zing one renormalizes the full model space energy

aatrix to any order including the orthogonal Iffiu subspaee in one's re-

normalization, then the spurious state entry will be renormalized (for

instance to second order) to give

"Is
Thus we get a correctionwhere the only | itnuS state can be $

\f v

(-2li(i)) wbich.is just the second-order 2nw contribution to the ground-state

energy, or renormalizing to second order including all states at Ufiu excitation

shifts the position of the spurious state by an amount equal to the second-order

2n"d) contribution to the ground-state energy. Similarly if one renormalizes
the 0 + 2fiui model apace energy matrix up to nth

will be shifted by an amount equal to the 2 n + 3r +

order the spurious state energy

+ n order 3fiu
I,

corrections to the ground-state energy. The various He energy matrices which

were studied were checked using the above procedure.

In the case of renormalizing certain parts of the model space to

second order, like in He and 0, one cannot specify the position of the

spurious state analytically since the full model space energy matrix is not

renormalized to second order.

A check that all the lp-lh second-order graphs we calculated correctly

was to compare the second-order renormalization result obtained in the He

energy matrix by using the various entries of the 0 + 2 + l+fioj matrix {obtained

using a shell model programme ) with the result of summing all the second-

order lp-lh graphs. These numbers were the same to the fourth decimal place

(-3.3283 Kev).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Figs.2,3 and U we show the results obtained for He(b = 1.6 fm) with

H. + V In Figs.2 and 3, and H + 7 + G (c = 0.3 fm) in Fig.U). The centre-of-
3 2)

mass (CM) energy contribution -^ fun was subtracted from all our results .

Column (a) of Fig.£ gives the eigenvalues of the model space energy matrix

(0 + 2n<u). In column (b) of Fig.? we shov the lowest seven eigenvalues

when the full 0 + 2 + kjmi energy matrix is diagonalized . We shall refer

to the ground and excited state energies in Pig.2(b) as the all order re-

normalization results because tl.ay are equal to the ground and excited state

-9-

energies obtained vjisn we diagonalize th,e renorjnalized model space energy
matrjx to all orders. In columns CcK Cdl' and (e) o f the same figure we show

the results of renormalizing the mixed 0 + 2ftui model space energy matrix up

to second order, up to third order and up to fourth order in the interaction,

respectively, including in this way all khas excitations in successively higher

order approximations. Renormalizing the model space energy matrix to second

order (Fig.2(c)) lowers the energy spectrum vith respect to that shown in

Fig.2(a) and yields almost the same energy spectrum as when we renormalize

the model space energy matrix to all orders (Pig.2(b)). In Fig.2(d) the

higher excited 0 levels are lowered below the 2(b) spectrum, while the lower

0 levels keep almost the same values. But when we renormalize up to fourth

order (i.e. Fig,2(e)) the energy spectrum again looks very much like Fig.2(b).

The dotted energy levels of Fig.2 represent the corresponding spurious state

energy level.

The first excited 0 + energy level in Fig.2(b) is at 6.72 Mev, as we

renormalize to higher orders the first excited 0 state eigenvalue approaches

the 2(b) value. For the ground-state energy however, renormalizing the model

space energy matrix to third order yields almost the same result as for the

ground-state energy in Fig.2(b). But renormaliaing up to fourth order,the

ground state energy gets worse and diverges slightly from the "exact" result

in Fig.2(b). If one follows the different order renormalization (DOR)

procedure mentioned in Sec.II ve get the results tabulated in Table I, for

the ground-state energy and first excited 0 state energy, where we have

indicated in each column the order to which the Op-Oh entry, of the energy

matrix, is renormalized. One notes that renormalization up to second and

third orders (in DOR) give worse results than the corresponding results in

columns (c) and (d) of Fig.2. This can be explained on the basis that In

the DOR procedure fever higher order terms involving the high-lying excitations

come into the energy series than if we renormalize all the entries of the

model space energy matrix to the same order. However, renormalization up to

fourth order with these two different procedures gives almost the same result

for the ground-state energy but the 1 excited 0 level is worse in the

DOR procedure. In this second scheme (DOR) there appears to be slow but

monotonlc convergence towards the "exact" result (FIg.2(b)} for the ground-

state energy.

Generally comparing the energy spectra in Figs.2(b) and 2(c) shows

that in the case of He renormalizing the model space energy matrix only to

second order yields an energy spectrum close to the all order renormalization

energy spectrum in Fig.2(b).

-10-



In Figs. 3 and k ve shov the results for the ground and first

excited 0 energy levels for He [h = 1.6 fm) with. H + V and HQ + V + G

{c = 0.3 fm), in several second-order approximations which ve also perform in

0 (Figs.5 and 6). The lower case Roman numbers under each column in both

figures correspond to the approximations mentioned at the end of Sec.II. Cota-

paring'to Fig.3(i) where no renormalization is made, in 3(ii) the ground-

state energy level is pushed dovn more than the first excited 0 energy level.

The addition of the second-order CS 2nw contribution to the diagonal 2p-2h

(2ftu) submatrix in approximation (ill) (Fig.l(a)) does not affect either

energy level very much but the excited state energy level is affected more

directly by the addition of the 2nd) second-order correction to the ground-

state energies of CS nuclei (Fig.l(a)).

Similarly in approximation (iv) of FIg3(iv) the ground-state energy

level is affected less, by the addition of the single-particle energies

contributions to the appropriate diagonal elements of the 2p-2h (2htii) sub-

matrix (Fig.l(b)),thanthe first excited 0 energy level thus lowering the

first excited energy level by a further 1.63 Hev relative to that in Fig.3(iii)-

In yig.U ve show the same energy levels as in Fig.3 but calculated

with saturating SHE. The approximations used in Fig.l4 are the same as those

used to calculate the energy spectrum in Fig.3. Adding a repulsive hard

core to the non-saturating SME makes them less attractive and this makes the

ground state less bound as can be seen vhen one compares Fig.Mi) to Fig.3(i).

The effect of adding a G matrix to the original SME is more pronounced on

the ground-state energy level than on the first excited 0 energy level.

One notices in both Figs.3 and h that renormalizing part of the model

space, the Qp-Oh and lp-lh space, by including mostly lp-lh and 2p-2h states

and part of the 3p-3h states (all states at l*noi excitation) I.e. approximation

(ii), affects the ground and first excited 0 + energy levels appreciably. But

in approximation (iii), the inclusion of part of the 3p-3h and l*p-l*h states

at Uftu excitation in the diagonal elements of the 2p-2h (2!Uu) suhmatrix,

does not influence either of the ground or first excited 0+ energy levels very

much. In approximation (iv) of Figs.3 and U the inclusion of more 2p-2h,

3p-3h and Up-lth states at Ufiw excitation into the model space affects the first

excited energy level but also does not affect the ground state energy level

very much.

Comparing the results of Fig.3 to the results of the more complete
1,

treatment for the He energy matrix of Fig.2, one notes that the ground state

energies obtained with approximations (ii) and (iii) of Fig.3 where part of

-li-

the model space is renormalized to second order, are close to the all order

renormalization "exact" result of the ground state energy level in Fig.2(t>).

In fact,approximation (ii) gives a slightly closer ground-state energy than

approximation (iii) does. The first excited 0 energy level is closer in

approximations (ii) and (iii) (approximation (iii) gives a slightly better

result) of Fig.3 to the corresponding "exact" result in Fig.2(b) than that in

Fig.3(i). However the inclusion of more 2p-2h, 3p-3h and Up-Uh intermediate

states at tew excitation in approximation (iv) brings the first excited 0*

energy down more than necessary compared to that in Fig.2(b).

Going from approximations (i) to (iv) in Fig.3, the ground and first

excited 0+ state energies become worse though the former energy is affected

less than the latter.

Guided by the above comparison of Figs.2 and 3, since the trend of

variation of the results in Fig.U Is similar to that of Fig.3, one hopes that

the same conclusions also hold in Fig.U.

In Figs.5 and 6 we show the O + energy levels (ground and the first

three excited 0 + state energy levels) for 0 calculated in Fig.5 with

K + v" (b = 1.7 fm) and in Fig.6 with H- + v" + G (c = 0.3 fm) where as before
0 -5 V

the CM energy contribution ^ fiu has been subtracted off. The same

approximations as In Figs.3 and 1* are made in Figs.5 and fi. In FIg.5(ii)

where we renormalize part of the model space (Op-Oh and lp-lh states), the

ground-state energy is affected more than the other three excited energy 0

levels as can be seen In comparing Figs.5(i) and 5(ii). In approximation

'iii) where the 2fiu second-order CS contribution to the ground-state energy

is added to the diagonal elements of the 2p-2h (2fiw) submatrix does not

aPfect the ground and first excited state energy level much but does affect the

second and third 0 energy levels. In approximation (iv) where more 2p-2h.,

3p-3h and Up-Uh intermediate states at Ufiu excitation are included into the

model space, the ground-state energy remains almost the same but the first,second

and third excited 0+ energy levels are brought down considerably. The trend of

variation is thus the same as for He (Figs.3 and h).

The spectrum in Fig.6(l) is shifted upwards by ^^- at 2 Mev/particle

with respect to that in Fig.5(1) because of the addition of the (positive i.e.

repulsive) G-matrix elements to the original SME. The energy spectrum of

Fig.6 varies in a similar manner to that of Fig.5 with the different

approximations.

-12-



Y. COHCWSIOSS

A complete renorma.ll zat ion of the full mixed 0 + 2tuu model space 7 x T
1,

energy matrix of He vas carried out up to fourth order in the interaction

V(b = 1.6 fin), using the expressions of the corresponding terms in the

generalized Rayleigh-Schrodinger (ORE) perturbation expansion derived in Ref,3.

Renormalization of the full model space energy matrix up to second order

yields almost the same 0 energy levels as those obtained vhen the 1*5 x ̂ 5

0 + 2 + lrfk> energy matrix of He is diagonalized. The model space energy

matrix of He renormalized up to second order and up to third order yields

a value for the ground-atate energy which is better than that obtained from a

simple BS perturbation calculation based on the non-degenerate Op-Oh state up

to the same respective orders and including intermediate states up to ltfiu

excitation. However renormalizing up to fourth order in the interaction
]t

yields a worse result for the ground-state energy of He than that obtained

using simple model KS perturbation expansion summed up to the fourth order

term (in the simple RS case the result is -IT.91 Mev). In this respect, we

have shown that various renormallKation procedures lead to different results

for the ground-state energy of He. Finally ve conclude that the variation

of the energy spectra (ground state and few low-lying 0 energy levels) in

approximations (i) through (iv), is the same for He and 0.
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Table I

+ k ~
The ground and f i r s t excited 0 s ta tes for He with H + V (b «• 1.6 fm)

using the DOR procedure

g.s. renormalized
up to

ground state
(g.s.) energy
(in Mev)

1 s t excited 0+

state energy
(In Mev)

2 n d order

-18.56

io. lie

? order

-18.36

9-99

ltth order

-18.U

6.11

all order
"exact result"

-17.95

6.72
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Fifi.l
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Second-order graphs used to renormalize part of the model space

energy matrix COp-Oh ana lp-lh states) In approximation (ii).

6.) Secona-order graphs used to renormalize the diagonal elements

of 2p-2h space in approximation (iii).

D) Second-order graphs used In approximation (iv) in addition

to the graphs of Fig,6(a), to renormalize the appropriate diagonal

elements of the 2p-2h space.

It M
Energy spectra of He with u^ + V (in Mev), (a) model space only,

(t>) 0 + 2 + Itfiu "exact" result, (c) model space renonnalized to

second order (7), U ) renormalization to third order (7),

(e) renormalization to fourth order in the interaction 7*. (Dashed

levels are spurious,)

Fifl-3 Ground and first excited 0 + energy levels {in Mev) vith the (i),

(II), (iii) and (iv) approximations for Hetb = 1.6) with H + 7 .

Fis-** Ground and first excited 0 + energy levels (in Mev) with the (i),

(ii), (ill) and (Iv) approximations for He(lj = 1.6) with

H Q + 7 + G (c = 0.3).

Ground, first, second and third excited 0 + energy levels (in Mev)

with the (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) approximations for l60(n = 1.7)

with HQ + 7.

Fift.6 Ground, first, second and third excited 0 + energy levels (in Mev)

with the U ) , (ii), (iii) and (iv) approximations for 0(t - 1,7)

vith HQ + 7 + G ( c = 0.3).
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